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Be a Quiz Whiz!

Keeping the Dream Alive Pages 2-3
1. Based on the article, how is Yolanda Renee
King following in her grandfather’s footsteps?
! She gives speeches at marches.
" She doesn’t worry about issues.
# She organizes peaceful protests.
$ She runs food drives.
2.

What is the meaning of segregation as
it is used in the article?
! not allowing people to vote
" the separation of people based on race
# a powerful speech
$ a protest for equal rights

3.

Which phrase from the article best
supports the answer to question 2?
! “helped change the course of history”
" “the face of the civil rights movement”
# “black people were not allowed to attend
the same schools”
$ “Dr. King organized peaceful protests”

4. What is the main purpose of the sidebar
“A Day to Serve”?
! to provide the words to the chant
Yolanda uses to end speeches
" to describe what many people do on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
# to explain how MLK Day became a
national holiday
$ to list places that are closed on MLK Day

The Great Molasses Flood Pages 4-5
5. What is the article mainly about?
! cookies and cakes made from molasses
" the lives of poor immigrants 100 years ago
# the role of firefighters in the flood cleanup
$ the causes and effects of a molasses flood
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6.

Cleaning up the molasses was
challenging because it ___.
! moved quickly
# was so thick
" moved slowly
$ was very hot

7.

Which detail from the article best
supports the answer to question 6?
! “The force of the wave also knocked
down buildings and badly damaged an
elevated train track.”
" “The molasses had thickened in the cold
winter air.”
# “After trying different methods,
firefighters found that salt water helped
break up the molasses.”
$ “It turned out that the disaster was
caused by shoddy construction.”

8. Who was found responsible for the disaster?
! Boston city leaders
" firefighters and other rescue workers
# the company that owned the tank
$ immigrants who lived in the area

Special Delivery Page 6
9. The military would reject meals ready to eat
that ___.
! can withstand extreme heat
" spoil after two years without refrigeration
# stay intact when dropped by parachute
$ require no cooking

A Snowy Spa Page 6
10. According to the article, Japanese macaques
use hot springs for which two reasons?
! to stay warm and make friends
" to bathe and stay warm
# to find food and relax
$ to relieve stress and stay warm
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For each question below, fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

